Abstract-Frequency-domain equalization (FDE) has been studied for suppressing inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to frequency selective fading in single carrier systems. When a highmobility terminal is assumed in the system, channel transition within an FFT block cannot be ignored. Then, the ISI reduction performance of FDE degrades since cyclicity of the channel matrix is lost. To solve this problem, a method of dividing the received data block into multiple subblocks has been proposed. In the paper, the subblock processing is applied to frequency-domain turbo equalization (FDTE). The results of numerical analysis show a remarkable improvement by the proposed method. Specifically, the FDTE with two-subblock processing can decrease the block error rate floor to less than 0.001 when the maximum Doppler frequency normalized by the block length is 0.4.
I. INTRODUCTION
Now, higher data-rate services over 100 Mbps are discussed in the standardization process for beyond third generation. Such wideband systems suffer from frequency selective fading so that multi-carrier transmission such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is very effective. However, OFDM systems have a problem of high peak-to-averagepower-ratio (PAPR). Thus, a use of the single carrier transmission for uplink is mandatory in most proposals.
Although single carrier transmission has an advantage of low PAPR, reduction of inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to frequency selective fading is required. Frequency-domain equalization (FDE) has been known as the simplest method in severe fading environments [1] . Unfortunately, FDE works under block fading channels only. Thus, in fast fading environments, channel transition within an FDE block degrades the equalization performance.
A method of controlling transmission block size adaptively has been proposed to suppress the channel transition within a block [2] . It reduces a block size when the fading speed is high. However, the reduced transmission block size with a constant cyclic prefix (CP) size causes a decrease of transmission efficiency. Thus, we have proposed a subblock FDE processing at a receiver side where the received block is divided into subblocks [3] . Although the obtained improvement is remarkable, it has also been found that the performance is degraded by the inaccurateness of pseudo CP generation which is introduced to satisfy periodicity in a subblock FFT window approximately. In the paper, therefore, we apply the subblock processing to the frequency domain turbo equalization (FDTE) [4] , [5] . The FDTE utilizes soft replicas for ISI cancellation, and in general, the accuracy of the replicas are expected to be improved with iterations. This property is very suitable for pseudo CP generation in subblock processing as well.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, fundamental formulation of FDE and FDTE are reviewed. Then, the proposed method is described in Section III. After numerical analysis in Section IV, Section V concludes the paper.
II. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN TURBO EQUALIZATION UNDER FAST FADING ENVIRONMENTS

A. FDE Based on Cyclicity of Channel Matrix
Let us consider a single carrier system with a block transmission of N symbols and FDE at the receiver side. We define an N -dimensional transmit signal vector as s
T and assume a multipath channel with L symbol-spaced paths {h 0 (i), h 1 (i), . . . , h L−1 (i)} at the transmit timing of s i .
Adding a proper CP longer than (L − 1) symbols at the transmitter side and discarding the CP part at the receiver side, we obtain the N -dimensional received signal vector as r = Hs + n,
where H is the N × N channel matrix expressed by
and n is the N -dimensional noise vector. Transforming (1) into the frequency domain using the N × N DFT matrix F yields
When the channel is time-invariant within the block, i.e., 
F HF
. Then, (4) can be rewritten as
where r F = F r, s F = F s, and n F = F n are the received signal, the transmitted signal, and the noise vectors represented in the frequency domain, respectively. FDE output is given by multiplying an Hermitian transpose of a weight matrix W as
The optimum weight in the minimum mean square error (MMSE) sense is obtained by minimizing the ensemble average of squared error
where σ 2 denotes the noise power in the frequency domain. (The signal power in the frequency domain is assumed as 1). Clearly, the weight matrix calculation is very simple since DD H + σ 2 I is a diagonal matrix. Finally, applying the IFFT onto the MMSE-FDE output, we get an estimate of the transmitted signal as y = F H y F .
B. FDTE
Turbo equalization is an extremely powerful technique to improve the equalization performance [4] , [5] . This technique is based on an idea of exchanging extrinsic information between an equalizer and a channel decoder as shown in Fig. 1 . In the equalizer, soft replica symbols are generated using the extrinsic information provided from the channel decoder and are used to cancel ISI components for target symbol detection.
Turbo equalization can be applied to FDE with some modifications [6] . In the FDTE, the most important thing is to keep the simplicity of the equalization process. Thus, using some assumptions and approximations [6] , we obtain an estimate of the transmitted signal vector by FDTE as
whereŝ is the soft replica vector for s and
In (8), (r − Hŝ) means that all soft replicas are canceled regardless of target symbol or not. Thus, γŝ is added as a compensation term for cancellation of the target symbols. It should be noted that the weight matrix in the FDTE still keeps a diagonal matrix form as in (9) .
C. Residual ISI Component due to Fast Fading
In fast fading environments, cyclicity of the channel matrix H is lost, i.e., h l (−l) = · · · = h l (N − 1 − l) for all l, due to channel transition within the FDE block. Thus, F HF H includes non-diagonal components as
where E is an N × N matrix of which diagonal elements are zero. Substituting (12) into (4) yields
The third term of these equations corresponds to interfrequency interference components due to channel change. Then, the MMSE estimation is achieved by solving an inverse problem of the N × N matrix (D + E), and the simplicity of FDE and FDTE is lost. However, if the third term in (13) is relatively small compared to the first term, we can still apply FDE and FDTE by regarding the third term as additional noise. Then, (13) is rewritten as
where n e,F = n F + Es F . The MMSE weight is solved using this equivalent noise n e,F . Specifically, the noise covariance matrix σ 2 I in (7) and (9) is replaced to P e = diag(σ This equivalent noise increases with the fading speed. To apply FDE under much faster fading environments, therefore, the subblock processing described in the next section has been proposed [3] . It should be noted that the equivalent noise is utilized in both non-subblock and subblock processing. However, in FDTE, the equivalent noise decreases with iterations since the third term in (13) diminishes through soft-cancelling process. This is a great advantage of FDTE.
III. FDTE BASED ON SUBBLOCK PROCESSING
A. Subblock Processing Concept
In the paper, the subblock processing is applied to FDTE. Subblock processing shortens the FDE block size equivalently without changing the transmitted block format. The concept is shown in Fig. 2 where ISBI denotes inter-subblock interference from the previous subblock. The basic idea of the subblock processing is dividing the whole received block into M subblocks at the receiver side. Then, as shown in the middle part of Fig. 2 , the top (L−1) symbols of each subblock contain ISBI components. Therefore, reduction of the ISBI is required first. In addition, the received signal in the subblock needs to have periodicity so that the tail of subblock data convoluted with the multipath channel should be added to the top of the subblock. To satisfy these requirements, the following pseudo CP generation [7] is utilized.
At the initial phase, there are no soft replicas yet. Thus, the FDE is first applied to the whole received block for obtaining a soft replica vectorŝ
T which is calculated from log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of encoded bits at the decoder output. We define an N × N matrix C N as
where N is the number of symbols within a subblock and O N1,N2 is the N 1 ×N 2 zero matrix. Then, the N ×N transform matrices T sub and T add for cancelling ISBI components and adding pseudo CP components are expressed by
With T sub and T add , the pseudo CP generation is written as
where r is the N -dimensional modified received signal vector composed of M pseudo subblock sequences, andĤ is the N × N estimated channel matrix. The pseudo received signal satisfies periodicity within each subblock when the soft replica and the estimated channel are reasonably correct. Thus, the signal now can be equalized by subblock-based FDTE. Each output of the subblock-based FDTE is demultiplexed and passed to a decoder as shown in Fig. 3 . And, the decoder outputs (LLRs of encoded bits) are fed back to the soft replica generator for the pseudo CP generation and soft cancellation of ISI in the FDTE. In this way, the iteration loop has been achieved.
B. Channel Estimation Using Known Pilot Sequence
We have to estimate time-variant channel responses for solving the cyclic matrix component in FDE and FDTE, generating pseudo CPs and soft replicas, and calculating the equivalent noise power. The conventional CP is basically unknown before detecting data using the FDTE. Therefore, inserting a unique word (UW) as known pilot sequence instead of the CP has been proposed [8] - [10] . In this case, the data block size is decreased to (N − N P ) for satisfying periodicity within the FFT window as shown in Fig. 4 . When N P ≥ 2L − 1, a part which is longer than (L − 1) symbols and including the known UW only exists in the received signal. Here, the channel response at the clean interval is simply estimated using the MMSE algorithm [11] .
For keeping the low computational load, decision-directed channel estimation is not considered in the paper. Instead, the channel responses in the target data block are interpolated with estimated channels at previous and next UW parts. Specifically, third-order interpolation using four channel estimates (two in the past and two in the future) is applied.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. Simulation Environment
The performance of the proposed system was numerically evaluated using computer simulations. The simulation parameters are shown in Table I . In the following discussions, we use the normalized Doppler frequency F D , which is a product of the maximum Doppler frequency f D and the block length NT s (T s : the symbol duration), as a fading speed measure.
We set the maximum iteration number in the FDTE to five. However, as shown in Fig. 3 , once no errors in cyclic redundancy check (CRC) are found, the iteration is terminated. 
B. Improvement by Subblock Processing
First, let us evaluate the performance improvement by subblock processing in the FDTE. Figure 5 shows a block error rate (BLER) performance for F D = 0.4, where dashed and solid curves denote the cases of the perfectly known channel and the estimated channel, respectively. And, the case of "no division" shows the performance of the FDTE without subblock processing.
From the figure, high performance of FDTE is seen. Even without subblock processing, the error floor is efficiently suppressed since the FDTE cancels the third term in (13) through the iterations. However, the best performance is obtained in two-subblock processing. The soft cancellation in FDTE effectively works in the later iterations because of an increase of extrinsic information which directly affects the accuracy of the soft replicas. Thus, it is expected that the subblock processing eases the inter-frequency interference in the earlier iterations and that this improves the performance of FDTE.
The channel variation within the block becomes more flat with smaller subblock size. Thus, the smaller subblock size is expected to be more tolerant to F D in general. However, the proposed method is affected by the accuracy of the pseudo CP which is composed of the channel estimates and soft replicas. Since the smaller subblock size makes the ratio of the pseudo CP to the subblock size higher, the BLER performances in the four-and eight-subblock cases are degraded due to low accuracy of pseudo CP. However, it should be noted that the best number of subblocks depends on the whole block size and the maximum time delay of the multipath.
The degradation due to the channel estimation error at a BLER of 1.0 × 10 −2 is about 4 dB in the two-subblock processing. More accurate channel estimation/interpolation would be needed for reducing the gain loss. Please note that a rebound of the error floors in Fig. 5 (and also in figures shown later) occurs due to underestimate of the equivalent noise power which is approximately calculated for keeping low computational load as in [3] .
C. Comparison to Subblock Based FDE
Next, we compare the performance with the conventional FDE with subblock processing. Figure 6 shows the BLER performance for F D = 0.4 (as the same as Fig. 5 ) where the estimated channel only is used. In the figure, dashed and solid curves denote the cases of FDE and FDTE, respectively.
The performance improvement by a use of turbo equalization is remarkable. The least error floor in the FDE is about 3.5 × 10 −2 whereas no error floor is observed in the twosubblock processing with FDTE. It can be said that the turbo equalization effectively improves the accuracy of pseudo CP generation and ISI cancellation in the two-subblock case. Figure 7 shows the BLER performance in a range of 0.1 ≤ F D ≤ 0.5 for a fixed average E b /N 0 of 15 dB. The result also indicates the effectiveness of turbo equalization clearly.
D. Overlapped Layout in Subblock Division
Finally, in order to decrease the effect of inaccurate pseudo CP, an overlapped layout in subblock division as shown in Fig. 8 is employed, and its BLER performance is evaluated. Figure 9 shows the BLER performance with the same parameters as in Fig. 7 where filled markers correspond to the overlapped cases. Clearly, the overlapped layout improves the performance of FDTE. The three-and seven-subblock cases show better performance compared to the two-subblock processing. When the required BLER is 0.01, the sevensubblock processing can be available up to F D = 0.45. Thus, we can say that the overlapped layout is an attractive approach to improve the FDTE performance easily.
V. CONCLUSION
In the paper, we have proposed an application of subblock processing to FDTE. The numerical analysis has shown that two-subblock processing can effectively decrease the error floor. It has also been shown that the proposed method with overlapped layout achieves the BLER of 1.0×10 −2 even when F D = 0.45, i.e., the maximum phase rotation within the block is almost 160 degrees. Suppressing the channel estimation error should be further studies. 
